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Vaccine: the controversial story of medicine's greatest lifesaver. Feb 4, 2007. Yet, as Arthur Allen makes clear in "Vaccine," a timely, fair-minded and crisply written account of "medicine's greatest lifesaver," not everyone joined in the celebration. The book is a reminder of how vaccines have been and continue to be a subject of debate and controversy.

Vaccine juxtaposes the stories of brilliant scientists with the industry's struggle to produce vaccines. In his comprehensive survey of vaccination controversies past and present, Arthur Allen quotes US vaccine chief Walter Orenstein's recollection that 'for those who believe in the absolute rule of an angry God...', and vaccines provide an example of how science and faith can coexist.

Allen, a renowned journalist, highlights and debates the complexities of the vaccine debate. A fascinating account of vaccination's miraculous, inflammatory past and its uncertain future. In 1796, as smallpox ravaged Europe, Edward Jenner injected a vaccine to prevent the disease. Jenner's smallpox vaccine was a turning point in vaccine history, and the book traces the evolution of vaccines and the controversies that have surrounded them.
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